Upcoming Events

• The **3rd Ocean Worlds** meeting will be held May 21–24, 2018, at the Lunar and Planetary Institute, Houston, Texas. [https://www.hou.usra.edu/meetings/oceanworlds2018/](https://www.hou.usra.edu/meetings/oceanworlds2018/)

• **42nd COSPAR Scientific Assembly**
  July 14 – 22, 2018 in Pasadena, CA
  Early registration ends **April 27, 2018**, [https://www.cospar-assembly.org/](https://www.cospar-assembly.org/)

• **Release of ROSES-2018 Annual Omnibus NRA**
  A Notice of Intent (NOI) for 2018 Exobiology proposals was due on **April 16, 2018**. The 2018 Exobiology proposal due date is **May 24, 2018**. [http://solicitation.nasaprs.com/ROSES2018](http://solicitation.nasaprs.com/ROSES2018)
Upcoming Events, cont.

• COOL STARS 20: Cambridge Workshop on Cool Stars, Stellar Systems, and the Sun, July 29 - Aug 3 2018, Boston / Cambridge, USA
  http://coolstars20.cfa.harvard.edu/  Deadline for early registration May 1, 2018

• The First Billion Years: Bombardment conference will be held September 30–October 3, 2018 in Flagstaff, Arizona
  https://www.hou.usra.edu/meetings/bombardment2018/
  Deadline to submit Indication of Interest May 31, 2018
Caroline Herschel Prize Lectureship for Early-Career Astro-Scientists

- For achievements in Research and/or Instrument Building and/or Communication and/or Teaching.
- Applicants at least one year post-PhD (viva date), not yet tenured, and normally working in the U.K.
- Award includes travel expenses to deliver a lecture in Bath and in London to the William Herschel and Royal Astronomical Societies.

http://www.williamherschel.org.uk/caroline-herschel-prize-lectureship/

The deadline for applications is April 30th, 2018.

Emerging Researchers in Exoplanet Science Symposium (ERES), The Emerging Researchers in Exoplanet Science (ERES) conference series is aimed at early career scientists (graduate students, postdocs, advance undergraduates) working in all branches of exoplanetary science and related disciplines, June 21-22 2018, at the Nittany Lion Inn at Penn State University in State College, PA,

https://sites.psu.edu/eres2018/register/

REGISTRATION DEADLINE: April 30th, 2018 11:59pm EDT or once we reach the maximum number of participants (whichever comes first).
• **Field Training and Research Program** at Meteor Crater, Arizona October 6–14, 2018, [https://www.lpi.usra.edu/exploration/mcFieldCamp/](https://www.lpi.usra.edu/exploration/mcFieldCamp/)

The deadline for applications is June 11, 2018